
B. NSF Welfare And Benefits 

B1 
In my area, combat and service personnel work in the same field but service personnel get less pay, ie don't get $100 combat pay, which I think is not fair. 
 

B2 

I was thinking of raising these issues at the upcoming Supply Chain Day with CSSCOM Comd, but anyway I might as well raise them here again. 
 
I am a CQ in a signal battalion, and in this place, we are severely understaffed in terms of regulars. My 1SG Central Pool IC is doing the job of what 6 
regulars were doing in the past, merged into his job scope as a result of the restructuring in manpower. His is at least a SSG estab and he works really 
hard, coming back when he's on leave and staying behind to finish work after we fall out. 
 
The problem is that he is a Specialist. They have this complicated pay structure, but I'm pretty sure it does not reward extra work in the form of overtime 
and appointments. I propose that Specialists should be given bonus pay on top of their rank pay - the bonus pay structured upon the rank of the 
establishment that they are filling, such as a 1SG handling a SSG or a MSG's job should be paid more than one just doing a 1SG's job. 
 
For CSSCOM, the lack of combat pay is also a huge problem. Understandably, most CQs and others in the Logistics vocation are perceived to do less, since 
we do not have to chiong sua, but many do not see the huge amount of work we put in behind the scenes to make exercises and operations work. For 
every logistician people see slacking, there will be others working hard but people only see the slackers and generalise it to the whole vocation. 
Combatants usually work hard outfield but rest and play well in camp in between exercises, but logisticians are busy all the time, regardless of what the 
battalion is doing. 
 
There are also many cases of insufficiently qualifications to perform the jobs that we are supposed to. For example, I am only logistics-trained, but I am 
posted to a signal battalion. How do I recognise all the cables and the main sets and how they are supposed to fit together when I am not signal-trained? 
Learning everything by trial-and-error and observation is hardly the most desirable way to achieve proficiency, and even then that is not foolproof and is 
very slow to say the least. (which is what happened to me actually, I just learnt everything by myself) 
 
How can a single unified CQ course provide for the unique circumstances every CQ faces? From staffing an ammo depot to a signal battalion, these require 
highly specific knowledge and skillsets that are currently not adequately provided. I believe this is the case for most courses for other vocations as well, 
where courses are just seen as requirements for promotion on a checklist, hence resulting in frustration faced by many throughout the three services. 
 
Just my two cents' worth, will contact you directly via email if I think of anything else (: Thanks for doing this I think it's really awesome! Jiayou =D 
 

B3 
There should be more concession given to NSFs as transport expenditure takes up a large portion of an NSF's pay. 
 

B4 

Personally, I am concerned over the treatment of NSFs by their superiors. It is not a common occurrence to have a great superior to take care of your 
welfare, understand your job scope, and take care of you. To expect that is to be too idealistic as well. But I gripe over the fact that many a time I have 
heard of superiors (mostly regulars) pushing their work on to their subordinates, sadly, NSFs. And I can quote many examples of NSFs who do work 
beyond their job scopes, and yet unappreciated. Doing professional animations for farewell/promotion ceremonies to the planning of important 
exercises, I am sure that everyone has done something that their appointment and vocation does not match with. It does not help that when the job falls 
short of the superiors' expectation (may or may not be due to the fact that he is a perfectionist), the subordinate is reprimanded. 
 
There is a supreme lack of communication regarding day-to-day gripes as well. Raise an issue more than one level of rank above yours and it's being 



counted as "skipping the chain of command". And most NSFs simply do not bother voicing out these gripes too; after all within matter of months it'll be a 
celebratory moment when they recieve their pink I/Cs. Do I really want to risk getting into a sticky situation with my superior by voicing out how they 
have been unbearable? No. 
 
The lack of meritocracy hinders the SAF's ability to progress on an individual say, company level. I often feel that my regular WOSPECs hinder my, or my 
PCs' work. Their concerns are that of accountability right down to the smallest details when more than often it is unnecessary. To put it crudely they just 
want to cover their asses. And it does not help that the gap in knowledge regarding the job scope has created more inefficiencies when redundant tasks 
are ordered upon the NSFs. 
 
With regards to food, I would like to raise my personal experience. Back in my BMT days, we shared a dialogue with the CO of BMT School 2. I raised the 
issue of insufficient nutrition. After all, more rice does not share the same effect of more meat on muscle growth. The reply I got from the CO was that the 
food was meeting nutritional requirements as tested by dieticians. I am very doubtful on that count. Be one of the first few to queue for a meal at any 
frequented cookhouse and you will get a meagre portion of dishes. Ask for more and the cookhouse assistants would displace you with the answer that 
many more people have not eaten. My reply to that is to simply cook more. We pay 5-6 dollars for lunch and dinner, 3 dollars and more for breakfast. That 
would get me food of higher quality and more variety anywhere. Could the high cost be attributed to the scale of cooking operations and equipment 
needed? I doubt so too. Why not open a food court then? Give the NSFs more allowance for their meals (Which adds up to a good sum of at least 300 
dollars). A food court or canteen operator can handle a school and even the public. What more, a unit? And they can be subjected to market forces of 
demand and supply too, so the quality of food can be placed under pressure to be of a certain standard. It is certainly viable from my point of view. 
 

B5 

Hello. :) 
 
I got 3 main issues which I would like to highlight. 
 
Let me first say that I was a JC student hailing from an infantry battalion. (read: mono-intake = up to your own interpretation of what that means) I must 
say that the feedback avenues are rather adequate, my OC, CSM and even the CO holds regular talks (albeit more frequently before important outfields to 
brainwash some of the guys) to find out more about our problems, concerns, etc. All this is quite effective I must say. 
 
1. The world is never fair. Some people are posted to more relaxed vocations / camps despite being the same PES. And yet the pay structure is determined 
by rank! I have friends who are sgt medics or officers MPs who have 8-5 stay outs jobs and yet they enjoy higher pay despite (arguably) more relaxed jobs 
compared to us who day-in-day-out need to put camo on their faces. 
 
2. Talking about my battalion, there are some men who are much more capable than their commanders in terms of infantry things during outfield. Some of 
the sgts have also admitted to this fact (these sgts are our 2nd-year commanders). What I find it disgustingly unfair is that these capable soldiers are not 
even given a chance to go to command school because they were not posted to BMT in the first place. Even though this only affects a small minority of the 
whole NSF community, it is still worth highlighting I guess? 
 
3. Which recruit in his right mind would say that their field camp experience is "outstanding"? Yet this happened when the CoA went around visiting 
recruits in Tekong a few months ago. I hate this wayang system that is so ingrained in the current SAF system. It exists EVERYWHERE. If the higher ups 
really want to find out more about what REALLY happens down here, such visits should not be warned before hand in my humble opinion. 
 
Thank you and I wish you success in this study. 



B6 

Servicemen allowance should be pegged to private sector pay according to their current qualifications to properly address the dignity of serving the 
nation. 
 
Reservist and IPPT liabilities should be cut down. You wouldn't want to see a guy in his 30s as a breadwinner of the family getting injured or worse, lose 
his life for seemingly meaningless activities that adds zero value. 
 

B7 
screw NS. 420dollars a month not enough. 
 

B8 
Dual vocationalists should be higher paid. 
 

B9 
NON-combatants residing in combat unit which is field deplorable should be given combat allowances too. 
 

B10 

i dont think that the cook house food is worth $5 per meal given by  the portions they give.sometimes the breakfast can be just 1 SAUSAGE AND 1 
HARDBOILED EGG.Is this worth $5???and does it fill a NSF's stomach????even mcdonalds breakfast is cheaper than $5 and can fill one's stomach.I 
BELIEVE THERE SHLD BE ACCOUNTABILITY IN THIS AREA.i think NSF are being exploited.while there are laws saying that if a maid is hired as domestic 
helper,she cannot be deployed to help out at the owner's food stalls or anywhere.but this is not true for nsf.nsf are deployed to do all kind of saikang like 
FORCED VOLUNTEERING for ndp or YOG.On vocations.why does a nsf who has 2 vocations such as being a signaller and driver is being paid the same 
allowance as another nsf with just one vocation???shldnt there be at least some disparity in allowance between the 2 nsf as one has more 
responsibilities??? 
 

 


